Welcome to EDIS Satellite Office at Atsugi – Where to Find Us

Shirley Lanham Elementary, Building 989
264-3402 or 046-763-3402

Enter the NAF Atsugi Main gate and proceed straight at the round-a-bout on to Ranger Road.

Continue on Ranger Road past the NEX and McDonald’s

Turn left on McCain Street (directly in front of the Tower 3051)
Continue on McCain until Kearsage, (playground on the left). Turn left

There is a parking lot on the right and the school complex is on the left.

There is a larger parking lot on the left just past the school, which is closer to the main office. The main office is in building 998
Sign in at the main office.

Exit main building

The EDIS office is in building 989 (Kindergarten wing)

The EDIS staff may be working throughout the school complex, or at families’ homes, and may not be readily available. If possible, please call to verify staff availability in an effort to minimize scheduling conflicts.

Welcome to EDIS Atsugi!